
Cows-interpretation of a farm scene (3 channel version

	

30 min .
consisting of 3 related tapes also available)

Computer animated abstracts were done on the Computer Image Corp ., Scanimate system. Color tapes are all Panasonic and people should state
whether Sony or Panasonic deck is to be used for playback .

These and other tapes may be obtained by writing to : Jane and Walter Wright . 464 West Broadway. New York . N .Y. 10012 or c/o 330 Wed-
gewood Drive, Oakville, Ontario, CANADA.

VIDEOMAKER-APPALACHIA'S LIVING NEWS-
LETTER
A Mountain has no Seed-Arden Franklin, Fentress

	

1/2" b & w

	

27 min .

	

$60 (sale)
County Tennessee farmer gives an eloquent and complete
statement about strip mining while talking in his home and
also by showing scenes of destruction around his home .
Includes introductory material on stripping and the song,
"A Mountain has no Seed" by Bill Christopher of Save our
Cumberland Mountains.
A Harlan Miner Speaks-Tillman Cadle, a union organizer

	

30 min .

	

$45 (sale)
in Harlan, Kentucky during the bloody struggles of the 20's
and 30's, talks of the famous Harry Simms killing, the life
of a hunted union man, and other intimate stories of the
period .

IWould Have Gone Back-Thousands of young men face	30 min.	$45 (sale)
charges of desertion from military service . The reasons
stern as often from the complexities of mountain people as
they do from the complexities of the military processes .
Eddie Caudill of Fort Gay, West Virginia, tells of his own all
too familiar journey from an E-5 wounded purple heart
veteran of Vietnam to a deserter facing charges by the
Army after confusion over medical treatment and red tape .
The Union Struggle-An edited overview of early union

	

1 hr ,

	

$100 (sale)
history in the mountains as told by the people who were
involved .
In these Hills-A brief view of mountain people and issues

	

30 min.

	

$60 (sale)
including portions of Hop Watts, Uncle Dan Gibson, Cabin
Creek Miners, and Florence Reece singing "Which Side are
You On" A good general introduction to the video re-
sources available

For further information on these and other tapes available for sale and/or exchange write to Ted Carpenter, C/o Videomaker, 132 S. Washington,
Cookeville, Tenn . 38501, (615)-526-8410.
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